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1. Abandoned Residential Mottgaged Property

Generall¡ an expedited mottgage foreclosure process makes sense when a homeowner has truly
abandoned the property. \When a home is abandoned, effotts to protect the homeownet through a judicial

foreclosure process c fl cre te costs without corresponding benefits. Bottowets that walk away from theit
home do not benefit from a long and protacted foreclosute process. ,{,t the same time, the ability of
creditors to take possession and sell the property is unnecessarily impeded. The costs of foreclosing on
abandoned property certainly include legal fees, but costs can arise from other sources, such as physical

damage to the property by weather or thieves, damage to public safety and health, and downwatd ptessure

on surrounding property values. Costs without benefits, ot deadweight losses, should be minimized
whenever possible. Fast-tracking the transfer of abandoned property into the hands of new owners

benefits the creditor, community, and market without incremental cost to the borrowet. A growing number
of states legislatures have zkeady teached this conclusion.

At least six states have passed laws speeding up the mortgage foteclosute process for abandoned

homes.t Most of these statutes only apply to residential real ptopetty. They authorize the sale of the

property within 35 to 720 days after a court determination that it is abandoned. Several of these states also

shorten the statutory redemption period for abandoned ptopetty.2 Some statutes establish a prima facíe

evidence of abandonment upon â showing of one or two conditions such as overgrown vegetation,

boarded-up doors, or disconnection of utilities. Some statutes only require a single obsetvation of these

conditions, whìle others require observation over a period of time. Buildings under consttuction or
occupied seasonall¡ and property used in agricultural ptoduction âre often given exemptions.' Two of the

statutes require clear and convincing evidence of abandonment.a Variations also exist with tespect to who
can file a motion or petition to expedite the foreclosure process. Current laws fall along a spectrum:

Colorado's statute limits those who may request the acceletated process to the holder of the fitst lien on a

residential mortgage loan.s Indiana's law is more expânsive, allowing a government official to intervene in
foreclosure ptoceedings to establish abandonment.6

Turning to the initial draft of the Act, I offer the following specific conìments on the dtaft language.

First, the Reporter's Drafting Comment 2 to Section 505 notes that the conditions giving rise to prima facie

evidence of abandonment closely track the criteria set forth in the Indizna statute authorizing expedited

foreclosute proceedings for abandoned residential mortgaged property.T However, as I noted during the

discussion at the November meetings, section 505 as drafted does not authorize a governmental entity to
initiate an expedited foreclosure proceeding. Âs discussed below, I believe that it should. For example,

the Indiana statute, which includes such authority, ptovides as follows:8
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I Colo. Rev. Stat. $$ 38-38-901 et æq. (2010);735 ILCS 5/15-1108,15-7200.5,75-7200.7, 15-1219, 15-1504,15-1504.1, 15-1505,

15-1505.8, and 15-1508 (2013); Ind. Code Ànn.. $$ 32-29-7-3 and32-30-10.6-7 et seq. Q01,2); Ky.. Rev. Stat. $ 426.205 (2012);; NJ.
Stat. $ 2Å:50-73 (2013);; and !lis. Stat. $84ó.102 (2012).
2 ìvlinn. Stat. $ 582.032(201.0));NJ Stat. $2Â:50-ó3 (1995),andWash.Rev Code. 561.12.093 (2012).
3 Nlinn. Stat. $ 582.032 (2010); NJ. Stat. $ 2,\:50-73 (2013); and !Øash. Rev. Code. S ó1.12.095 (1965).
a Colo. Rev. Stat. S 38-38-903(3) (2010) and NJ. Stat. $ 2-A.:50-73 (2013).
5 Colo. Rev. Stat. S$ 38-38-902(1)(a) and 38-38-901(2) (2010).
6 Ind. Code $ 32-30-10.6-3þ) (2012).
7 Ind. Code S 32-30-10.6-5(a)(2) through (9).
8 Ind. Code S 32-30-10.6-3(b).
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At any time during a mortgage foreclosure action, the enfotcement authority that has jurisdiction
in the location of the mortgaged property may petition the coutt for a determination that the

mortgaged property is abandoned by filing a motion to intervene in the foreclosure action in the

mânner prescribed by the Indtana Rules of Trial Procedure. The motion to intervene must: (1)

include a statement of the enforcement authority's jurisdiction in the location of the motgaged
property; (2) allege that the mortgaged property is abandoned; and (3) include evidence that one

ot more of the conditions set fotth in section 5(a) or 5þ) of this chapter aPply.

I argued for inclusion of such authority in section 505 because of the impact of abandoned ptopetty on
surtounding property owners and public safety and he¿lth.

I see the devastation of neighborhoods exacerbated by the mortgage foreclosute ctisis every day on my
way to work in downtown Cleveland. Cleveland, like othet old industrial cities pdmanly in the Northeast
and Midwest, face unique challenges due to population loss. Numerous community development

practitioners report that the housing stock in the high-poverty neighbothoods in cental cities and inner-dng
suburbs is more sensitive to physical damage (due to weathet ot looting) when remaining vacant during a
protracted foreclosure than housing in the low-poverty suburbs. This is suppotted by the data: the 

^yet^ge
homes sell out of REO in Cleveland and its inner ring suburbs for 10 to 30 petcent of their prior estimated

market values.o After the housing located in weaket matkets falls into disrepair dudng foreclosure, it
remains v^c nt long after foreclosure. Five years aftet a sheriff's sale, over 30o/o of foteclosed homes temain
unoccupied in weak-market neighborhoods, whle less than 1.5o/o of foreclosed homes temain unoccupied in
middle- and strong-market neighborhoods.ttt Togethet, prolonged v^c ltcy and abandonment tobs nearby

home sellers of tens of millions of dollars in equity enery year.tt

The impact of abandoned property on public safety and health is recognized by Section 507(c), which
requires a creditor that has commenced ordinary foreclosure proceedings to maintain the mortgaged

property if a governmental entity issues a citation frnding that the mortgâged property is abandoned

property in a condition that poses a threat to public safety or health. The Act also should allow

governmental entities to further mitigate the social costs of abandoned propetty by imtiating the expedited

foreclosure. Giving a government entity the rþht to expedite the foreclosure process would impose certain

property maintenance obligations upon the creditor, but, as I argue below, I think that section 507 stdkes an

appropriate balance between interests of communities and creditots'
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e Claudia Coulton, Nlichael Schramm, and Àpril Hirsh, "REO and Beyond: The Åftermath of the Foreclosure Crisis in Cuyahoga

Counry, Ohio" in REO & Vacancy Properties, Strategies for Neighborhood Stabilization (Federal Reserve Board and Banks of
Boston & Cleveland, 2010).
10 Stephan SØhitaker "Foreclosure-Related Vacancy Rates," Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland Economic Commentary No. 2011-

12 (2011).
tl Stephan Vhitaker and Thomas J. Fitzpatrick IV, "The Impact of Vacant, Tax-Delinquent, and Foreclosed Property on Sales

Prices of Neighboring Homes," Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland Working Paper No. 17-23R (2012).
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Second, I agree with comments made by others during the discussion related to the conditions fot a

finding of abandonment. It may make sense to add criteria for a pnma facie finding of abandonment such

as government detetmination and extremely low utility consumption. On the other hand, given the
significant homeowner dghts terminated by a foreclosrúe proceeding, I also agree with othet comments that
an abandonment determination should require a finding of more than one condition. One ot nvo of the
conditions listed in Section 505(b) may exist when a homeownet still occupies the property or otherwise
wants to preserve ownership. Three cdtetia should be present for prima facie evidence of abandonment.
On a related note, Tom Fitzpatrick also suggested at the November meetings that these criteria be observed
at more than one point in time. Based upon detailed discussions with the largest field servicet in the
country, he informs me that it is standard practice fot Freld servicets to "check on" homes once a month,
starting from the time the loan is 45 days delinquent - well before a foteclosure is filed. This should
ptovide the opportunity to determine whether a home is vacant on more than one occasion without being a
matenal burden. This also seems prudent given the potential termination of rights. Furthermore, adding to
Section 505(b) exclusions hom a finding of abandonment for seasonal homes and homes undet
construction would protect homeowners and promote judicial economy, avoiding the need fot homeowners
of such property to present evidence to counter the evidence of abandonment.

Finall¡ I think that the Reporter's Drafting Comments for Section 507 comes close to striking an

appropriate balance between the interests of the community and creditors. The actual language of Section
507 needs work, but the Reporter's Drafting Comments state that the initiation of the expedited foteclosure
process does not impose general duties on the creditor of a mortgagee in possession. The obligations
imposed on creditors should be lirnited to those stated in the act, such as failing to cate for the exterior of
the property, failing to take action to prevent trespassers or squatters ftom temaining on the property, failing
to take action to prevent mosquito latvae from growing in standing water, ot other conditions the cteate a

public or private nuisance. Yet, even without the creditor initiation of the expedited Process, and even

without a judicial hnding of abandonment, these obligations should be imposed on a cteditor that has

commenced ordinary foreclosure proceedings if a governmental entity issues a citation frnding that the
mortgaged property is abandoned property in a condition that poses a thteat to public safety or health.
There is some benefit in this mix of obligations and limitations fot both cteditots and communities. I
believe that the objectives expressed by the Reporters can be clarified through changes in the language of
the section itself.

2. Holder in Due Coutse

I am pleased that the Committee plans to allocate substantial time at its Februaty 15'h and 16'h meetings
to discuss the negotiability of and the application of the holder in due course rule to notes secuted by
residential mortgages.l' It is my understanding that James Smith, one of the repotters fot the ,\ct, is

preparing a memorandum summanztng the arguments for and against the application of the HDC Rule to
residential mortgage notes. Mr. Smith's memorandum will be an important addition to the materials on this
subject submitted to you by George Holler, Tom Cox, and Fted Miller after the November meetings. While
negotiability is a pte-condition to the applicability of the holder in due course rule, I am not going to
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12 See Nfemorandum to Drafting Committee lvfembers, Reporters, -Àdvisors, and Observets from Bill Breetz dated December 27,

2072,whtcln attaches the following: (1) Paper from George Hollerdated Oct.31,2012,8xt¡tbit 4, (2) Nlemorandum fromTom
Cox dated Nov. 5. 2012, Exhibit 5, and (3) Memorandum from Fred Nliller dated Dec. 14, 2012, Exhibit 6.
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address the issue of the negoriability of residential mortgage notes.l3 Rathet, my conìments focus on the

holder in due course rule itself ("HDC Rule"). Several commentâtors advocate the elimination of
application of the HDC Rule to negotiable mortgage notes.la I also favor abrogation of the HDC Rule in
the context of home mortgage notes. My reasons fall into three categoties: (1) lack of convincing policy
justification, (2) changes in the parties to negotiable insttuments, and (3) changes in the residential mortgage

market. Aftet addressing these mâtters, I will make a few specific comments about Section 401 of the Act.

^. Lack of Convincing PolicyJustification

First, I do not believe that there is a convincing policy reason to justify the continuing application of the

HDC Rule to residential mortgâge notes. The HDC Rule departs from the usual tule for assignment of
contracts pursuânt to which the assþee "stands in the shoes" of the assignot with the dghts and

obligations of the assignor. Mr. Holler used the Latin phrase for this rule, nemo dat qaod non babet, "no one

gives what he doesn't have." Ordinariþ, the dghts and obligations of the assþor ate transferred to the

assignee and defenses to contractual obligations that wete good against the assþor are also good against

the assþee. The HDC Rule is an exception to this rule." An assþee that qualifies as a holder in due

course acquires dghts superior to those of the assþor. Is there a convincing policy reason for this

exception in the current market for residential mottgage notes?

,\ few yeârs ago, Tom Fitzpatrick and I wrote 
^ 

p^per that investigated the histoty of negotiable

instruments and the HDC Rule. A copy of the paper is attached at Exhibit 1.16 \X/e considered the policy
justifications for the HDC Rule, begrnning with Lord Mansfield's 1758 justification fot the rule as a money

substitute in an economy without paper money or adequate coinage." The HDC Rule became a well-
established part of the law of the United States thtough state adoption of the Unifotm Negotiable
Instruments Law in the earþ 1900s.18 In the 1950s, the Uniform Law Commission approved the Unifotm
Commercial Code ("UCC"). Eventually, it was adopted by all the states. The drafters of the UCC included

the HDC Rule without questioning it and without explicit policy justification for it.to Beginning in the

1940s, the concerns of state legislators and courts about lack of consumer knowledge, bargaining power,

and financial resources led them to render the HDC Rule inapplicable to some consumer transactions.2o

This state law trend eventually spilled ovet into action by fedetal tegulators and legislatots. In 1975, the

Federal Trade Commission ('FTC") promulgated a rule preserving consumer claims and defenses related to

personal property installment sale conftacts ('FTC Holdet Rule').21 In 1.994, the Home Ownetship and

Equity Protection Act imposed assþee liability on the high-cost mortgage market in otder to prompt the
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13 For a discussion of the negotiability of residential mortgâge notes, see Dale Whitman, How Negotiability Has Fouled Up the

Secondary ìvlortgage lvlarket, and What to Do Àbout It,37 Pepp. L. Rev 737,752 (2010); ASF \Yr/hite Paper, Transfer and

Assignment of Residential Mortgage Loans in the Secondary Nlarket, 9 (l'{ov 76, 2070); and Ronald J. Nlann, Searching for
Negotiability in Payment and Credit Systems, 44 UCIr\ L. Rev. 951 (1997).
rl See, e.g., Kurt Eggert, Held Up in Due Course: Predatory Lending, Securitization, and the Holder in Due Course Doctrine, 35

Creighton L. Rev. 503 Q002) and Àlex ìvI. Johnson, Jr., Preventing a Return Engagement: Eliminating the Mortgage Purchasers'

Status as a Holder-in-Due Course: Propedy Aligning Incentives among the Parties, 37 Pepp. L. Rev 529 (2010).
15 UCC $ 3-302 dehnes a "holder in due course." UCC $ 3-305 protects a holder in due course from most claims and defenses.
16 NIatk B. Greenlee and Thomas J. Fitzpatrick IV, Reconsidering the Application of the Holder in Due Course Rule to Home

Nlortgage Notes, 41 UCCLJ 225 (2009).
17 Miller v Race, 1 Burr. 452,97 Eng. Rep. 398 (K.8. 1758). See also, Greenlee and Fiøpatnckar229.
t8 Id. at 230.
re Id. at 227,230-35.
20 Id. at 240-43.
2l Id. at 243-44.
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market to police itse\f.z2 Yet, the HDC Rule embodied in the UCC continues to be available for assertion

by assignees of most residential mortgage notes. ,\s Grant Gilmote, a member of the UCC drafting staff in
the 1950s said, "Time seems to have been suspended, nothing has changed, the late twentieth century law

of negotiable instruments is still the law for clipper ships and their exotic cargoes from the Indies."z3

Lord Mansfield protected good faith purchasers of bank notes and bills of exchange to support the need

for currency arrd to facilitate trade. Today, bills and promissory notes are no longer needed as a money

substitute to pay debts. Current financial systems provide many means of payment, including PaPer money,

checks, wire üansfers, and other means of electronic payment. Financial institutions use notes as a means

of funding credit ftansactions, rather than as currency substitutes. Thetefore, the policy reasons supporting
negotiability offeted by Lotd MansFreld are no longet relevant.

The primary reasons given for preserving the application of the HDC Rule to tesidential mortgage notes

in contemporary debate are increased availability and decteased cost of credit. Conversely, proposals to
eliminate the application of the HDC Rule are met with predictions of decteased availability and incteased

cost for residential mortgage loans. Fot instance, Mr. Millet's memorandum to Tom Cox argued that the

increase in dsk for investors caused by barring the application of the HDC Rule to notes secured by

mortgages on residential property would be offset by higher borrowing costs or higher bottower
qualiFrcation standards. Theoreticall¡ this argument is sound: eliminating the HDC Rule should tesult in
increased costs because of the additional risk born by lendets and note putchasets. The teal question is

whether these costs meaningfully interfere with the matket for consumer credit.

The data I have suggests that eliminating the holdet in due course rule will not meaningfully interfere

with consumer credit markets. The expansion of liabitity for the putchasers of consumet debt instruments
brought on by the FTC Holder Rule prompted predictions of the demise of consumer ctedit markets.2a

However, the outstanding loan data graphed in Exhibit 2 shows that the non-revolving consumet credit

market continued to grou/ despite the expansion in liability n 7975.2s Reviews of the FTC Holdet Rule by

the FTC, legislators, and commentators concluded that the elimination of the HDC Rule did not have the

catastrophic impact some feated.'6
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22 Senate Report No. 103-169, at 28,7912 (1994), reprinted tn 1994 U.S.C.C.A.N. 188,1912 (1994).
23 Gra¡t Gilmore, Formalism and the Law of Negotiable Instruments, 13 Creighton L. Rev 441,228 (1979).
2l Federal Reserve Chairman ,A,rthur Burns predicted the consurner-credit business would be "seriously disrupted" by the FTC

Holder Rule. Robert D. Hershey, Jr., Washington & Business: The Shifting Onus of Consumet Credit, N.Y. Times, Oct. 7 , 797 6,

at 84.
25 Non-revolving consumer credit includes secured and unsecured credit other than credit secured by real estate.
26 Federal Trade Commission, Terminaúon of Revieq 57 Red. Reg. 28,814 Ç:cr:.e 29, 1992): "Äfter carefuþ considering the

comments, the Commission believes that they do not present a sufficient basis to conclude that the Holder Rule has had a

significantimpactonasubstantialnumbetof smallentities." senateReportNo. 103-169,at28,7912(1994),reprintedrr:.1994
U.S.C.C.À.N. 188, 1.912 (1,99\: The FTC Holder Rule did not "significantly restrict the flow of consumer credit or interfere with
the securitization of auto loans." James J. White and Robert S. Summets, Uniform Commercial Code 503 (4d' ed. 1995): The FTC

Holder Rule "caused some adfustments in the market, largely unseen, but it surely has not had the catastroPhic impact upon

consumer markets that some predicted." See also, Edward L. Rubin, Learning from Lord ìvlansheld: Toward a Transferability

Law for Modern Commercial Practice, 31 Idaho L. Rev. 775,789 (1995): "\rfhat is striking is that the ltnancial community has not
been particularly perturbed by the FTC Rule. ..").
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Tuming to residential motgage loans, a 2007 study examined the impact of new anti-predatory lending
laws on the subprime mortgage market.z1 The authors analyzed the impact of the bteadth of covetage,

substantive restrictions, and enforcement provisions in laws on loan applications, otiginations, and

rejections. The enforcement component included laws with provisions for govetnment enfotcement,
authorization of private right of action, and assþee liability.2s

The study found that stronger enforcement resulted in matginally highet subprime originations. Whjle
applications for subprime credit fell after anti-predatoty laws were enacted, mote of the applicants satisfied

the cdteria necessary to obtain credit. This, and other research, supports the hypothesis that offering
additional consumer protection through assþee liability encourages applications from qualified applicants

thatmay have otherwise not applied out of fear of being taken advantage of.'')

In sum, the data suggests that eliminating the HDC Rule fot consumet home loan putchases will not
result in matedally higher credit costs, or a lowet supply of credit. In fact, it suggests that demand may

increase as consumercrealize theywill not be leftwithout options if an originatot takes advantage of them,

and supply will follow. !Øhjle credit costs may increase, evidence suggests the increase will not affect the

market.

b. Changes in the Parties to Negotiable Instruments

Second, I do not believe that commercial institutions should be protected from the claims and defenses

that may arise in the origination of residential mortgages notes with individual consumers. The 18'h Century
obligors of negotiable notes and bills of exchange were commetcial parties. They regulatly issued notes

knowing that they would circulate. Lord Mansfield established the HDC Rule assuming that the patties to
most transactions involving the notes and bills would be on relatively equal footing. The parties to
negotiable instruments have expanded with the advent of consumet lending in the eatly 1900s and growth
of consumer lending in the latter half of the 20'h Century. Toda¡ mâny consumers become mortgage note

obligors once or t'wice in a lifetime, and these notes are sold in the secondary market These consumers

become obligors in order to facilitate large purchases, but they have little or no knowledge that the transfer

of notes can tesult in the loss of tþhts against the holders of the notes.

Commercial parties possess gne ter. knowledge, bargaining power, and financíal resources than

consumers. Lawyers who draft residential mortgage notes are quite cognizant of the meaning and

consequences of the negotiable instruments drafted for the financial institutions they reptesent. Consumers

not only lack knowledge, they lack the bargaining power and financial resources of commercial parties who

pwchase securitized mortgâges. Consumers are less likely to be able pay lor the legal assistance needed to
defend against a foreclosure action on the basis of the holdet's lack of qualification as a holder in due

course. Because the unequal footing of the parties to residential mortgage notes undermines the

assumptions underpinning the HDC Rule, it should not be applied to residential mortgage notes. This
exception to the u¡ay contracts and markets ordinarily work should be eliminated.

-7 - February 4,20'1,3

27 Raphael W Bostic, Kathleen C. Engel, Patricia .d. NIcCoy, Anthony Pennington-Cross and Susan NI. Wachter, \üØorking Paper,

August 7,2007 . State and Local Anti-Predatory Lending Laws: The Effect of Legal Enforcement Nfechanisms.
28 The authors defined "assignee liability" as laws that allow borrowers to sue (ot at least raise defenses against) investors who
have bought their loans. In other words, they measured the impact of potential liability that putchasers or other assignees of
mortgâges have for wrongdoing by originators. Id. at 1 1 and 1 3.
2e Gizrîg Ho and Ànthoy Pennington-Cross, The Varying Effects of Predatory Lending Laws on High-Cost Mortgage

Àpplications, 89 Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review 39 Q007).
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c. Changes in the Residential Mortgage Market

Finall¡ I believe that changes in the residential mortgage market create incentives that should be
eliminated. The problem arises from the structure of the contempota;ïy mortg ge matket. The originate-
and-hold model of mortgage lending has given way to the odginate-to-sell model of mortgage lending.

This newer model for financing home ownership is closely connected to the secutitization of mortgages

that began in the 1980s. While securitization has benefits, it also creates new problems.'" In the originate-
to-hold model of home Frnancing, a single lendet solicited, underwtote, originated, funded, setviced, and

retained residential mortgage notes. The HDC Rule did not come into play with this lending model. In
the originate-to-sell model, the various lending functions are divided among many parties, and the mottgage
note is assþed to a purchaser. The sale of a mortgage note raises the possibility fot application of the

HDC Rule. The rule discourages assþees from investigating odginator procedures and ptactices. The
less an assignee knows about a loan odgination, the less likely they are to discover default, ftaud,
misrepresentation, or violation of law that would prevent them ftom taking advantage of the protection
from claims and defenses available to holdets in due course. Prior to the imposition of tequirements that
odginators retain some dsk, odginators did not care whether the loans they processed would be repaid.

They were rewarded for originating loans; the more loans they made, the greater the fees they eatned.

Similar fee incentives up the securitizatfon chain caused the aggregatots of loans for securitizatton to
continue financing odginators with bad lending practices to satisfy investot appetite for mottgage backed

secudties.3l

Removing the application of the HDC Rule from the residentiâl mortgâge market would re-align the

incentives of odginators, aggregators, and assignees. \Without the ptotection of the HDC Rule assignees

would face increased liability unless they policed the practices of aggregators and originators. ,{ssþee
oversight would decrease originator misconduct and drive bad actots out of the mortgage loan business.

This dynamic motivated the promulgation of the FTC Holder Rule. I believe that it will have the same

impact on the residential mortgâge market.

The Committee is in a position to recognize the structure of the mortgage lending matket in the 21"
Century and propose a uniform law that aligns the incentives of matket participants. Howevet, the initial
draft of the Act does not support this objective.

d. Section 407 of the.,\ct

UCC Section 3-305 protects the holder of a negotiable instrument ftom most claims and defenses,

including failure of consideration, fraud in the inducement, breach of warrantfes, mistepresentation, and

unfair or deceptive âcts or practices. The initial draft of the Act seems to have incorpotated the HDC
Rule without explicitly mentioning it. As drafted, Section 401þX1) grânts a creditor the dght to foreclosute
if all of the conditions required by the mortgâge are satisfied and if the person is the holder of the
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30 Thomas C. Baxter, General Counsel and Executive Vice President, Federal Reserve Bank of New York described the

development of this new model of mortgage lending at Committee meetings in June and November 2072 in connection with his

advocacy for a national electronic system for recording and transferring residential mortgage notes and mortgages. Nfr. Baxter

briefly addresses the changes in the market in his letter to William R. Bteetz, Jr., dated October 29, 2072, which has been

circulated to the Committee.
3r Kathleen Engel and Thomas J. Fitzpatrick IV, Complexiry Compliciry, and Liability Up the Securitization Food Chain: Investor
and Årranger Exposure to Consumer Claims, 2Haw. Bus. L. Rev. 101 (2012), fn 151 and 152'
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instrument. "Instrument" is defined by Section 102(8) of the Act as a "negotiable instrument as defined in
UCC 3-104. "Holdet" is not defined by the Act, but a similar incotporation of the UCC definition was

ptobably intended.

I agree with the opposition of George Holler and Tom Cox to incorporation of the HDC Rule into the

Act. Mr. Holler warns against conflation of remedies at law and in equity. He makes an historical atgument

that the right to foreclosure should be limited to the owner of the debt and not the holder of the note that

evidences the debt. He supports this argument with the difference in the ways that notes and mortgages

faclhtate the flow of crediu The negotiability of the notes facilities credit because negotiability makes the

instrument mote liquid, while the mortgage facilitates ctedit because the collateral incteases the likelihood
of repayment. Mr. Cox also argues that only the ownets of mottgage loans should be allowed to foreclose

on a homeowner's property. He objects to the application of the HDC Rule to tesidential mortgage

foreclosures because the rule wâs one of the prime câuses of the present foteclosure cdsis. Thetefote, he

ârgues that UCC 3-305 should not be available to a patty putsuing a tesidential mortgage foreclosute.
\ühatever the decision the Committee makes about the persons entitled to foreclose, it is my opinion that

the Committee should not import the concepts of negotiability and holder into the Act if it brings with it
protections from claims and defenses available to a holdet in due course for the reasons stated eadier'

Conclusion

The policy choices I advocate in this letter aim to improve the efficiency of the housing finance matket'

This objective ties together the two rnajor matters addtessed in this lettet: (1) Eliminating the application of
the HDC Rule improves market efficiency at the front end of the fìnancing process, aú Q) expediting the

sale of abandoned property improves market efficiency at the tail end of the financing Process. The
Committee must make some difficult choices in light of the competing intetests of homeowners, creditors,

government-sponsored enterprises, investors, and communities. But I believe that eliminating the

application of the HDC Rule to tesidential mottgage notes and expediting the sale of abandoned residential

mortgaged property would benefit all stakeholders by imptoving the efficiency of the tesidential mortgage

market. It is time for state legislatures to take the lead to eliminate the application of the HDC Rule to

residential mortgages notes. The Uniform Law Commission can facihtate this effort through the

promulgation of the Act. I look forward to discussing these mattets further with the Committee and othen
ãt the upcoming meetings on Februaty 15'h and 16ù.

Sincerel¡

-9- February 4,2013

Enclosure

cc: Ms. Lucy Grelle
Mr. John Sebert

A,;ßC,-*
Mark B. Greenlee
Counsel


